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Foreword and Acknowledgmedts

BEGINNING IN 1950 the National Association for Research in
Science Teaching and the U. S. Office of Education collaborated

in preparing an annual summary of research in the teaching\of science.
The present 'bulletin, summarizing and analyzing research done from
July 195 to July 1956, continues their cooperative effort.

Throughout the yeArs since 1950 the publication resulting from
this joint effort has received favorable, comment and has become an
established document in the research literiture of general education
as well as science education. It is hoped that the organization of
the present bulletinaround the three traditional school levels of
elementary, secimdary, and college educationwill enhance its
usefulnesi.

On the three levels, the committees wereMade up as shown below :

liethershiw Darnell (Chairman), Drake
University; Charles K. Arey, University of Alabama; J. Myron At-
kin, Unisversity of Illinois; Clyde Brown, Southern Illinois Univer-
sity; Charles E. Burleson, San, Francisco State College; Robert H.
Cooper, Ball State Teachers College; Julian Greenlee, Florida State
University ; Willard Jacobson, Columbia University ; Jacqueline-Zuck
Mallinson, Western Michigan College; Ida Beth Schultz, State Teach-
ers College (Lock Haven, Pa.) ; Hanor A. Webb, George Peabody
College for Teachers.

Secondary.---George T. Davis (Chairman) , University. of Maine;
Hubert F. Evans (Vice Chairman), Columbia -University ; Stanley B.
Brosin, University of California; Paul Dell. Hurd, Stanford Uni-
versity; Greta Oppe, Galveston (Tex.) Pcublic Schools; Samuel
Schonberg, New York City Public Schools.

, ollegl.Edward Weaver (Chairman), Atlanta University; Mer-
vin Oakes (Vice Chairman)eQueens College of the City of New
York; Robert A. Buffington, Northern Illinois University; Guybert
P. Cahoon, The 011io State, University; Donald G. Decker, Colorado
State College of Education; H. Clark Hubler, Wheelbck College;
John C. Mayfield, University of Chicago; Abmham Raskin, Hunter
College of the City of New York; George B. Salmons, Plymouth
Teachers College; M;C. Shawver, Madison College.

J. DAN -HULL, Director, E. GIzior FEATHERSTON,
Instruction, Organisation, Assistant Commissioner,
and &vices Pranch. State and Local SchoolSystems.
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ANALYSIS qF REgEARCI1 Pi THE TEACHING
OF SCIENCE-1

Introauction

fr

!THIS ANALYSIS of research in the teaching of science contains
1 reports of published studies resulting from a meticulous search

of the pamphlet and periodical literature in the field ,between July
1955 and July 1956. It also contains reports of unpublished studies
coming from the returns to an inquiry shoot mailed annually by the
U. S. Office of Education to more than 1,200 institutions where grad-
uate work in science teaching is in progress.

The studies reported here have been carefully evaluated . and se-
lected through applying a set of criteria formulated,by the National
Association for Research in Science Teaching; The work was carried
on by three comniittees, one for each school level : elementary, second-
ary, and college. Thus, about 40- persons have participated in and
contributed to this undertaking.

The report has the merit which derives from a cooperative project
in which a large number of people participate. It also reflects the
limitations of such a venture inasmuch as it permits a rather wide
latitude for exercising individual judgments. The committee chair-
men in submitting this report are fully aware of all the weaknesses
and limitations inherent in the procedures used.

The three committees reviewed all the .issues between July 1955 and
July 1956 of about 50 monthly magazines which, from time to time,
carried research in science teaching. The work was limited by the
fact that, in both the published and the unpublished studies the
committees, for the most part, were working with secondary sources,
such as abstracts and articles, and not with the original documents.
The chairmen of the three committees and the general chairman
accept full responsibility for errors of categorizing and of interpreta-
tion in applying the criteria. Studies eliminated in the evaluation
process may have been poorly represented by the abstract or by the
article reviewed.

e
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'ANALYSIS OF II RCH IN "IIIACEINO OCIMNCID

In the preparation of this report the research for the past decade
has also been reviewed in an attempt to discern any trends or patterns.
Although some studies of this period have landmark significance, un-
fortunately the number is small.

At this time now, when_ science and technology are playing a very
impOrtant part in our life and culture, much of the research in
science education lac a broad and comprehensive plan. A con-
siderable amount is unpatterned, makes but a fragmentary contribu-
tion to the basic concerns, and tends to cue with peripheral fringes
of the major _problems. Neverthel there is some evidence of
progress towards a more patterned research program.

Downing, and later Curtis, employed a team approach to iden-
tification of the basic science principles. Curtis also uswI this pro-
cedure in his research on science vocabularies. Powers, over a number
of years, made significant contributions to science teaching in the area
of basic science concepts and their social implications. Pieper, and
later Barnard, have used a basic team attack on problem solving.
Mallinson has also used a plan of patterned team research in the Andy
of the New York Regents Examination§ in Science, Perhaps this
procedure offers some promise for the future as a technique to be
applied in an attack on broad and basic problems of science teaching.
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Section I. An Examination of the Itesearch in Science
Teaching

DESEARCH FINDINGS are basic to the improvement of teach-
ing in all are4s of the school curriculum. 'The need for research

in science teaching is particularly great at this time of so much concern
over its special problems and of so many programs improve one or
more of its segments. V

,

This section of the present bulletin summarizes and arialyzes the
research in science teaching reported for July 1955-July 1956 on the
three traditional levels of educationelementary, secondary, and
college. Each study discussed is lettered and numbered in parentheses.
The letter indicates the particular subsection in Section III (Bibliog-
raphies) of the bulletin where the study itself is identified, listed
alphabetically by author, and numbered. For example "(E 5)" refers
to item 5 in the bibliography for the elemehtary level. In the same.
way NS 4)" and "(C 8)" refer to items 4 and 8 in the bibliographies
for the secondary and college levels, respectively.

Elementary School Level

Nineteen studies at the elementary school level are included in this
bulletin, i'slight increase over the number included in the last previous
survey. Of these 19, 7 are related to the curriculum, 9 to learning, and
3 to teacher training.

a-

Studies Related to the Curriculum

Some research has been done to determine at what age or grade
certain scientific princiOles should be presented to children and at
what age or grade the highest level of Onderstanding takes place.

A study in this area has been completed by Lowheed (E 7)1 He
determined the modal age level, for grades 4 and 6, of dib difficulty
of the Ocieme iOnciple, "The mord rapid Ow libratiom of the soun44
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4 'ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH IN TDACHING SCIENCE

ing body, the higher itt the iiich of the 80und it prochwes." Twelve
classes in 7 schools, comprising 379 students from Grades 4 and 6, were
yiltara in this study. A pre-test was given on the principle. Half the

'students from each grade made up an experimental group and were
taught the principle by means of a lecture-demonstration about 20
minites in length. Bosh control and experimental groups were re-
tested by 30 objective questions. The results were alialyze4 to deter-
mine the amount of learning at the 2 grade levels.

Major results mere the following : (1) Students in the experimintal
groups of both grades made marked gains in learning after experi-

_

encing the demonstrations, as compared with students in the control
groups, who made slight gains. (2) The principle (as demonstrated
and tested) is too difficult for the 4th-grade level, which showed. 37-
percent mastery. (3) The principle iniglIt be learned by the 6th-
grade level, which showed 48-percent mutery---but no safe prediction
could be made since this is below 50-percent mastery.

Further sampling should be taken at grades 5 and 7, or 6 and 8.

I. %or "lea
Murray 11) studied "the principles of physical and biological

- sciences found in five textbooks of geography for grade 8." He set
out to find the scientific principles mentioned in the/average &I-grade
text and to see what areas of correlation' exist between science and
geokraphy. Leonelli's list of 186 science principles was checked
against selected geography texts. Thirty-eight principles appeared
in each of the books. The conclusion reached swas that there are enough
principles common to both geography and science at the 8th-grade
level to constitute a core upon -which to build workable and efficient
units covering both geography and science.

4..vrt net."

Schultz (E 16) used an area of environment for subject-matter learn-
ings to help the child understand his relation to his environment,
"a way of developing children's understanding of ecology." The
problem consisted of finding ways to help children and teachers develop
greater awareness and appreciation of the dynamics of ecology and to
demonstrate that ecological principles are iaerent in the democratic
process and the nature of the learning process.

A study of a water-hyacinth community was developed with children
in a second gra4e and a si,xth grade. Suggested ways of working
with children for the development of ecological concepts Were used
together with resource materials to guide their study of a water-
hyacinth community.

No conclusions were sought or expected, but way was left open for
testing the process and material. The study indicates how to develop

;
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EXAMINATION OF TEM RIMARCH

worthwhile subject matter in such a vqty to promote growing under-
standing of pan's relation to his environment arid also a growing
understanding of interdependence and interaction of physical and,
biotic components of the universe that can have both esthetic and
practical survival valuti

4-or vw4k0

Suitable and appropriate science content in boleti text and reference
books to serve the needs of children in the elementary schools is one
of the essentials for a satisfactory science curriculum.

Knight (E 6) made a study of supplementary doience books, "a
selected annotated 'science bibliography of elementary reading for
grades 1, 2, and 8." A comprehensive survey of educational literature
pertaining to teaching scielee hi the primary grades gave information
as to the broad areas of science from which suitable topics were se-
lected, and also criteria for the selection of supplementary science
books. Annotations were prepared for 190 books (science readers)
selected on a basis of timeliness, scientific significance, style, illus-
trations, and typography. Most of the books were published after
1950.

This bibliography should help primary teachers select supplemen-
tary readers and also help librarians select their books.

ar
Eriksen (E ide a study in the area of conservation, "a study

of conservati activities in the outdoor education programs in Cali-
fornia." The objective was to provide a broad picture of the conserva-
tion activities incorporated in programs of optdoor education in Cali-
fornia. Some of the findings indicated that : (1) In most programs

, including donservation, the activities tended to be too remote from
children's immediate experiences. (2) "Camper surveys of resources
and needs of camp site should receive greater attention and become
basic for planning specific projects." (3), Activities can be developed
with an ecological and therefore a conservation approach.

gor el*ft *

Smith's (E 17) comparative study "of the niture programs in
Agency girl's camps" was an investigation of the natute programs and
the philosophies behind them in certain summer camps for girls. It
was apppient that the directois definitely desired to make nature lore
the core Of their respective prograina. Weaknesses and strengths in
various programs were identified and recommendations were made to
camp directors concerning eertain items for consideration in program
improvement. There is a need for improved leadertihip and improved
nature programs in the Agency camps in this area of California.
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6 ANALYSIS OP RMEARCH IN N. V G EICISNCI

Vincent's (E 19) study "of the science program and its improve4
ment in the white biementarY schools of Colquitt eounty, GeorgiaP
was adattempt to determine present practices and wais of improve-
ment during the school year 1956-56. Characteristics ol a good_ elementary science program were determined from a review of cur-
rent research and literature. Criteria for analysis were established.

The study of actual programs indicated a need for better applica-
tion of present knowledge of child development and the learning

process. Recommendations concerned equipment, better use of the
immediate environment, more direct experiences and less dependence
on textbooks, increase and improvement of inservice teacher educa-
tion, and more attention to the physical sciences. Although the defi-
nitions and findings are neither new nor surprising, they constitute a
useful summary ofcurrent thought on the subject.

Studies Related to Learning

One of the more important edutational problems today, as well
as in the past, is concerned with the conditions under which optimum
learning takes place for each pupil and with different aids to learning.
Most science educators agree that science textbooks are important
factors in the learning process. Mallinson, Sturm, and Mallinson
(E 9) conducted a study to determine "the reading ultyie;rk of the
unit-type textbooks for elementary science." The was to
analyze a sampling of the unit-type textbooks in order teAletermine
their levels of reading difficulty. The method employed was to re-
quest, from the publishers of unit-type textbooks, a lampling of the
publications they believed to be among the best intheir listings for
use at fourth-, fifth- and sixth-grade levels and then to apply the
Flesch 1 formula in determining the levels of reading difficulty of
textbooks received.

The findings and conclusionti were: (1) If *teachers have foulid
elementary science textbooks generally too difficult, they are not likely
to find the unit-type textbook much better if they use them at grade
levels sttggested by the publishers. (2) The textbooks may be used,
insofar as reading difficulty is concerned, at higher grade levels. (3)It is easier to shift pamphlet-type materials to suit reading abilities
than it is to shift conventional textbooks. (4) Unit- tettboob
are less likely to show integration than are the conventional.

4mor *IAA

Atkins' (E 1) study concerns "an analisis of the development of
elementary school children in certain selected aspecth of problem-
solving ability."

a Musk MAI" The Art se ride Talk. &Tr Tsefr011asper Illisso Meg p. 1101.
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EXAMINATION OF frgs asanApert

Tape recordings were taken at three grade levels: 1, 8, and 6. The
children el[prizssed hypotheses of their own after a science-learning
experience. Responses were grouped into categories, and statistical
tests were applied.

The important findings were : (1) Children in the lowerogrades rely
more on their own experiences in formulating hypotheses. (2) Those
in the upper elementary grades depend more on authority. (3) Chil-
dren in the lower grades suggest more tests for their hypotheses
than do children in,the upper grades. (4) Children in "permissive"
clusrooths tend to suggest more hypotheses than children in less
'permissive" classrooms.

%or emitiJ

Rimoldi (E 14) carried out a study to "find a technique for the study
of problem solving." A testing technique was developed to analyze
the process of thinking rather than its end product. eThe experi-
mental tests conCerned medical students and were administered to
medical students. The examinee was -requested to solve a certain
problem by asking questions which he judged would give him informa-
tion necessary to solve the problem. Questions which examinees might
wish to ask were written on cards. Answers to the questions were on
the back of the cards. Other questions, not pertinent to the problem,
were also included. The cards were placed in slots on a board and thus
presentai to the examinee in a way which permitted him to scan the
questions. .

The examinees were instructed to select questions which seemed
to lead most directly to a solution of the problem. The test was
over when the examinee reached a solution or did not wish to ask
more questions.

When scored, the test 'revealed the following significant findings
(1) What is the iii(*Tt acceptable sequence of questions? (2) Is the
number of questions asked by the examinee a suitable criterion for
judging his skill in problem solving? (3) Does the least number of
questions always represent the most direct route or the best route
to the solution

The implication for science educators is that with increased em-
phasis on the teaching of problem solving, this technique could be
adapted to evaluation of pupil progress in problem-solving ability
in science at any level.

%or erei

Martin (E 10) catried on an experiment to discover the relation
6of "community resources and the Age of the tape recorder." The prdb-
lem liras to find ways to bring resources into the classrooms when it is
impossible to take field trip; or get veakers. Informatic* was
secured by teacher-pupil interview and teacher-pupil followup.
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8 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH IN TMACHING SCIENCE

The following conclusions were drawn from the experiment : 'The
tape recorder is a satisfactory and successful teaching aid for -che ele-
mentary grades, affording opportunity for pupil-teacher planning
and for a great deal of pupil participation. Useful as a tool to
familiarize the pupil with his environment, it helps to promote good
public relations between school and community. .

The study gives a detailed description of a method for teaching
the value of commaity resources.

elft-0

Another study to find improved methods of teaching science in the
elementary school was carried out by Stefaniak (E 18) "in a study
of the effectiveness of two methods of teaching science in grades 4,
5, and 6." This was an attempt to determine whether teachers Wight
by the lecture-demonstration method did a more effective job of
teaching than those teachers exposed to individual laboratory method.

The investigator established experimental and control groups (in-
service teachers, grades 4, 5, and 6) and centered instruction around
a selected list of 40 principles of science.

Pupils of each group were pretested and poittested to determine
gains or losses in interest, attitudes, and science subject matter.

Results seem to favor the teaching of those instructed by the indi-
vidual laboratory method, but the differences do not seem marked.
The study revealed that pupils scored higher on the attitudes post-
test than the attitudes pretest although no specific effort was made to
teach for attitudes.

Butcher's (E 2) study concerns "an experimental comparison of
the unit and traditional methods of teaching science in the 6th grade."

The purpose of the study was to determine whether children taught
by the unit method attain greater achievement in language, social
studies, and general study skills than those taught by the traditional
method.

Two comparable groups selected from 42 children were established.
The children were tested in September to establish bases for determin-
ing growth. Tests used at this time and again in May were the
Stanford Achievement, the California Science, the Otis Quick Scor-
ing Mental Ability Tests, and tests constructed by the teachers.

The findings were as follows: (1) Children taught by the unit
method made more gain in each area than those taught by the tra-
ditional method. (2) The unit method in science results in a more
thorough knowledge of the basic facts, in a greater improvement in all
areas of the curriculum, and it is superior to the traditional method
in the deirelopment of study habits.

.
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EXAMINATION Or TELE RESEARCH

In Ross' (E 15) study, "science for the retarded," objectives and
philosophies of education for retarded children were set up using
science as a medium. The conclusions based on observations and in-
terviews with other teachers were the following: (1) In many respecte
education for retarded children is based on the same philosophy and
has the same objectives as education for normal children. (2) The
same basic laws of learning hold. (8) Science experiences help them
to be better prepared for life. (4) Science has vocational and avoca-
tional implications. (5) The children'p present understandings are
points of departure for new learning experiences.

0E- er.J

Onstead's (E 13) study "science for the retarded children in ele-
mentary schools" was an attempt to find effective ways to teach science
to the mentally retarded. Selected research and other materials were
analyzed and evaluated. Resource units were organized in which
science material was adapted to the requirements,of the mentally
retarded. These included unite' on animals, plants, solar systein and
stars, surface of the earth, air and weather, forms of energy, and
machines. Some of the conclusions reached were: (1) Experiences
should help these children develop habits of more careful observation.
(2) Experiences should be made objective by using concrete materials.
(8) Activities should be related to everyday experiences of the
children.

O'Day's (E 12) study concerned integrating 5th-grade science
and certain club activities. It was an attempt to find out whether
there could be integration of the work of a club (nature of club un-
specified) with a workable science program in the 5th grade. Six
units of work were developed based on the publications, Adventures in
Science With Jack At Jill. The study shows that whenever teachers
put their minds and efforts to making science meaningful to children,
benefits such as desirable attitudes, increased science knowledge, more
sustained interests, and positive integration may result.

Studies Related to Teacher Training

What type of college preparation do prospectiye teachers of ele-
mentary science need in order to teach science effectively in the ele-
mentiry grades V Mallinson and Sturm (E 8) made a study to find
the "science backgrounds and competencies of students preparing to
teach in the elementary schools."

The purposes of the investigation were : (1) To determine the back-
ground and knowledge of the subject matter of science by
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ANALYSIS OF RE6EARCH IN Ill!ACIIING, OCIRNCE

elementary student teachers who were completing their training in
.the schools' where the investigators weaza employed. (24) To determine
their attitudes and opinions concerning certain aspects of their pmpa-
ration for teachinIg science. ,(3) To compare subject-matter compe-
tence in science with that of certain groups of high school pupils.

The followiAg methods and techniques were used : (1) a question-
naire to determine (a) extent of training in science subject matter that
elementary student teachers possess, (b) attitudes of elementary stu-
dent teachers toward the various fields of science, (c) attitudes
toward survey science courses at the college level, (d) estimates of
their own competence to teach elementary science; and (2) amount
of science that they expect to introduce into teaching. (Data were
collected on elementary student teachers from two schools-L66 from
school A and 91 from school B, compiled into 8 tables.)

The more pert inent findings were : (1) The knowledge of elementary
student teachers, both as to kope arwl depth of subjectmatter concepts
required in teaching elementary science, is wholly inadequate. (2)
Teachers'preparing to teach tary science need survey courses
in college science to fill some of tRe gaps in their subject-matter prep-
aration and to provide a better rounded program covering the physical
as well as the biological kiences.

The following important recommendations grew out of this study :

An exteriaive study should be niade to determine desirable subject-
matter preparation in science, for students preparing to teach in the
elementary schools. An effort should be made to provide students pre-
paring to teach in the elementary school with both an adequate and a
balanced program in college science, which will appeal to these stu-
dents and also take care of the problem of scheduling at) adequate
program.

i-or
A large number of studies have been made lo determine types of

training teachers are receiving today. Chamberlain's (E 8) study of
"the development and status of teacher education in the field of science
for the elementary school" sets out to: (1) Determine trends in pre-
service teacher education in science for the elementary school ; (2)
find problems which teachers face in teaching science in the elemen-
tary school; and (3) determine implications of value to teachers,
educators, and boards of education.

Two methods were used : Over 1,000 college catalogs were studied
to determine trendp in course offerings and questionnaires were sent
to teachers having extensive preparation in elementary school scien9e.

Among a significant findings were the following :

1. Of 765 colleges training jekonadary teachers, 442 tint warm In
aleatory science and more public than private Institution; offer these

10
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IMANELVATKIN OF TRIO =MAIM
courses. In the group offering elementary science, the meAn number
of required semester hoUrs of all science is 921. Only 80 colleges re-
quire laboratory work in the science courses.
AgencleA that inlaumtte elementary science offerings are education de-
partment faculties, State departments of tion, and science de-
Partment fa cultift. Although a few of the institutions hare been
offering science courses since 1928, the rate of incrrase was most sharp
Just before and just &Asir World War IL

& An increase in semester hours of academic and professionalized science
courses is desirable and also desirable is development of specialists in
elementary school science.

4. Higher certification requirements are desimble in elementary school
mime&

5. About half the colleges polled are offering some of the following sexy-
ical and plan to slants** or Improve them : Summer school courses
for 11:merrier* training, consultant services, extension courses,' demon-
stration tasching, and workshop&

a. Teachers elbow au increasing desire for workshom supervisory and
consultant service, extentift courses, and wags to science education
pabUeatIonj

T. Teachers contintm to face problem* of time, space, equipment, and
library resources. They feel that the usual class of 30 to 85 is too
large for individual and anall-group activities.

& If teachers are adequately prepared in science, their problems related
to actual teaching became fewer.

Some of the implications and recommendations from the study are
he following :

1. A clearly &Gala, trfflid is apparent to - include more academic and
professionalised schwa) courses in the preeervice training of elemen-
aril school teachers and there is a growing demand for inservice
bathing.

2. If more science is to be taught in the elementary schools and if teachers
are to receive more training, individuals and agencies responsible for
making policy and ftnancing programa should take more positive action
than they are now taking.

8. Studies should be made of the prawn profausionalized science eoumes
for elementary teittimyrs to determine what time warms include and
tow effective they are.

4. Academie science courses amid be eraiiimd critically and reoriented
to make than more meaningful to future elemagary teachers as well
as to °the. maknonts

& Local whoa myna= ahtluld expand their own Inservice programs.
S. Colleges are not asUquatdy Malted to supply the growing demand fft

elementary aebod teatime better prmared in science.

In summarizing, the value of this study is that it offers definite
statistical support- to impressions and opinions now held .1yy many
:view) educators. Despite deficiencies of Brace, timi, materials,
equipment, *Wier knowhow, and administrative support, the agen-
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cies able to provide leadership in &-," eneeie,iuc-ation are becoming more
aware of the problems and
them.

Tiv making some progress m dealing with

...wert

The purpcw of *- study,
struction in the one-teacher rural choo1s in cflin

tati

in Minnota, was to determine the prtwnt 0-55)
instruction in the one-teacher schools thrt
visitations.

A.mong the ,tindin,413 were the following: (1) Thirty-three percent
of the teachers had taken a course in elementary scienm methods.
(2) About 50 percent had earned science credits durtng the prii

years. (3) Maq teachers devoted two clam inekAino a week for
science, using a basal text eerie& (4) An incidental approach,
usually based on the seasons, was used in about 20 percent of the
primary grade cla..cs. (5) Science achievement in classes whose
teachers had taken an elementary science methods course was higher
in every grade testxI than in cia&N:es wha4v, teachers were not so
trained.

of Kienoe m-
eld counties

status of science
questionnaires and

Sds

'nve.nty-two studies at the secondary school level were selected
this survey. Four of these are related to teaching procedures, 2 to
the curriculum, 8 to careers in miens*, 5 to teachex training, and 6 to
offerings and enrollments. Two are classified as miscellaneous.

Studiat Related to Teaching Procedures

In one of the few experimental studies reported in the period under
review, Boeck (S 2) investigated the "relative efficiency of three meth-
ods in instruction for developing understandings in nth-grade general
science." Specifically, his study compared the achievements of general
science pupils: (1) who only read and disc prepared mate,rials;
(2) who did no reading but were given demonstratiQns with discussion
over the mine material; and (8) who were taught by a combination
of these methods. Instruction dealt with mirrors and mirror images
over 4 class periods; 2 periods were devoted to testing (but did not
include the retests given at a later time) . Eight teachers representing
16 ácienee ciassfis were involved in the study ; all were located in the
public whoa; of St. Paul, Minn.

siI testa were used: (1) A Witem, multipiechoice, achievement
test ; (2) a 82-item, nonverbal, performance test (8) A 2&4tem latitude
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scale relating to the conduct and social climate of the claw; (4) the
Otis Self-Administering Test of Mental Ability (for intelligence

tores) ; (5) the Sthnford Achievement Tetst (for reading scores) ; and
.

)_ the Iowa Every Pupil Te-st of Educatiohal Development (for read-
ing wvrttvs). The
control purposes.

After anair,rjn
Bc*k found that :

incluied) was nearlY. the

Renee 1.A.ores anG rtuOing scores were used for

he dg ta by using a number of nititical proeei1ure4,
rforrnnncon the achievement tests (retests
E.'ime for each group. (2) The reading

method of instruction was rated low by students. (3) Tenchers ex-
er-ti greater influenoe over a _hievement than did methods of mt-trno-
tion. (4) Students reta ned information equally well under the three
methods of instruction.

evc
Kahn (S. 9) sought to determine the etrtx-t of "a 1tctM1 procedure

for teaching the scientific attitudes to 7th- and 8th-grade boys through
the use of current events in sKienc*. Ising matched groups he and
a colleague taught general science to 7th- and Sth-grade boys for 6
months. During this time the experimental group was given directed
instruction in wientitic attitudes by a special technique using current
events in science. Initial testis, final tests, and the followup tests of
scientific attitudes were given to both the experimental and the control
groups.

The investigator found that the experimental group scored signifi-
cantly higher than the group which had received no special training.
The gains of the superior group were retained almost undiminished
throughout more than 4 months, during which time neither group re-
ceived training in the scientific attitudes. Students of below normal
reading ability showed as larp and as significant gains as those of
higher reading ability.

%Art lift,
As a device to "aid in teaching elements of scientific method," Skoc-

pol (S 19) wrote a script for an instructional sound film. The script
was then evaluated by 10 experienced teachers and by the author using
Kees,lar's1 criteria as standards. He concluded that an instructional
sound film could make significant contributions to an understanding
of scientific methods and that the capabilities of motion picturtis could
be sufficiently utilized to justify the use of this medium in teaching the
rnisthods of science.

Kftelar. Oren. Contributions of Instructional Films to the Twilling of High School
Science. L 'Memos Edwoatiolt, 30 : 82-85, March like.

a-vir*
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Often neglected in science teaching is the identification of assump-
tions made while carrying out experimental exercises. In a study
dealing with 9th-grade general science Obourn (S 15) investigated the
44role of assumptions n 9th-grade general science" essential tp accept-
ance of conclusions t be reached in a selected grow of experimeutal
exercises, and also the wayait which a selected groui) of teachers make
provision for these assumptions in their teaching procedure&

Forty-five experimental exercises derived from textbooks, work-
books, and laboratory manuals for 9th-grade general science were
analyzed by the investigator and a jury of three for the purpose of
identifying the assumptions in each exercise basic to the acceptance of
the conclusions. The results of this analysis were then screened by
an elaborate complex of juries which judged whether the assumptions
in the experimental exercises were maenad otynessential to the accept-
ance of the conclusions. Jurors were also asked to add assumptions not
included in the original list. Counting such additions, 412 assump-
tions were identified with the 45 experimental exercises. After careful
checks on the reliability of the ratings'by the jurors, indices of agree-
ment were made for each of the 412 assumptions.

An analysis of both original and added assumptions was made on
the basis of those which were factual and those which contained an

'element of reasonable doubt. These data indicated that among the
personnel associated with this study thei*seemed to be a greater sensi-
tivity toward the factual assumptions than toward the nonfactual.

Evidence as to ways in which teachers provide for assumptions
while dealing vi experimental exercises was gathered by classroom
observations in 11 cooperating centers. Following the observations,
anecdotal reports were written ; 100 of these were obtained.

Sixty-three percent of the expaimental exercises observed were
identical with the 45 exercises selected for analysis. A total of 188
assumptions were identified in the observed exercises. This study re-
vealed that, for the most part, experimental exercises in 9th-grade
general sci ars presented by the teacher-demonstration method.
The teach med to have adequate manipulative techniques but very
inadequate experimental techniques.

Among Obourn's conclusions are the following:
1. Current experimental exercises in Oth-grade general science are generally

Apadequate In Identifying and evaluating assumptions easeettal to ace*.
Allee of trneluslons.

2. Judea conk, onlehleter9tbitrad general science teachers were km
critical when evaluating the essentWity of assumptions basic to accept-
ance of the conclusions and asioclated with experimental exercises se-leeted for this investigation than were Juries coneolled of authorial*In the field of science education.
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EXAMINATION OP m MISTASCH 15
8. Ninth-grade general science teachers observed in this investigation were

not sensitive to assumptions and showed little awareness of the role of
assumptions in acceptance of conclusions.

The author concluded his report with nine recommendations for
improvement of classroom-problem solving, particularly that aspect
of it which relates to identifying and evaluating assumptions. 4

Studies Related to the Cusigeulum

Relatively few studies have been made dealing with the natural
sciences in core programs. Although the content of science in gen-
eral education has been extensively explored, the task of relating
this subject matter to other nonscieince core subjects has largely been
neglected by science educators.

%or. 9W-0

A study of Mikhail (S 11) of the "contributions of science to se-
lected problem areu proposed for a program of general education
in the secondary school" indicates that science can have a major place
in core programs. His purpose was to su the science subject
matter, skills, attitudes, appreciations, and interests which might be
"Wit in" to one common design for core programsthe "problem
areaff'design.

Sixteen problem areas (Self-Understanding, Family Living, Criti-
cal Thinking, etc.) were utilized. First, each of these was analyzed
to determine possible student activities, then the contributions of
science were considered in the light of these activities. All science
cohtributions were evaluated for their adequacy as science instruction
and as potential general education content.

The author found that science could make significant contributions
to 13 problem reas. All contributions were classified under the fol-
lowing eight categories: Health and Saiety, Atomic Energy, dim-
servation, Human Growth and Develbment,. Critical Thinking,
Value& and Beliefs, Communication, and Hobbies.

*or . eVIE,

A4 entirely different type of study related to program improve-
ment WAS 'reported by Toon (S 22). He studied "the relative im-
portanft of factors found in high school chemistry course% as indi-
cated by former students." By means of a checklift and question-
naire, he undertook to determine what factors in a high school chem .
istry course were considered important by ex-high school ohemiary
students who later .enrolled in first-year college chemistry. He also
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sought information on the general effectiveness of present high school
chemistry courses in meeting student needs and interests. The check-
list and questionnaire were submitted to all the second-semester chem-
istry students enrolled in first-year chemistry at the University of
California, Los Angeles.

Ire found that the students rated the following groups of items as
most important for prestudy in the high school preparatory course :
_ 1. Understanding basic chemical principles and concepts and the calcula-

tions based on them.
2. Skill with such mathematical operations as powers of ten; decimals,

ratios, and use of the slide rule.
8. Skill with such language facilities as reading for speed and comprehen-

sion, outlining, finding salient points in a paragraph, and writing and
expressing thoughts 941fictive1y.

The students gave a low rating to such course content as appre-
dation of chemistry, history of chemistry, industrial processes, and
organic chemistry. They further indicatea that high school chem.
istry made too little allowance for individual differences and that
they prderred a logical, systematic presentation.

Studies Related to Careers in iSoionee

The search for, or nurture of, talented students in science engaged
the attention of several investigators. Finkel (S 5) reported "a study
of the factors affecting the high school student's choice regarding a
science eareer." He was particularly interested in identifying those
factors which dissuade students from entering a field of science. He
sent questionnaires to secondary' schools of various sizes in the State
of Colorado and over the Nation.

The 21 schools which returned the questionnaire reflected the think-
ing of 21 principals, 65 science teachers, 24 guidance counselors, and
594 senior students. Some of these last respondents were into
in science, but many were not. For purposes of comparison the au-
thor sent the same questionnaire to freshmen at the University of
Denver. Fifty-six of these completed the form. Some of the data
for this study were obtained by interviews with school officials.

Four sections of the report deal with specific attitudestand compff-
tencies of high school principals, guidance counselors, science teachers,
and students in relation to science courses. All these respondents
appeared to agree that the primary reasons why students did not
take more science while in high school were: (1) Science was too
difficult and Involved too much mathematics. (2) The elementary
school science course had been poor and uninteresting. (8) The
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school offered so many important and desirable coitrses in
don -that students did not select science.

17

or
A much broader investigation having some purposes in common

with the Finkel study was conducted by Stice, Torgerson, and Mol-
lenkopf (S 21) . They made "a national study of high school students
and their plans." - This team othered information on adolescent
motivation for college, interest in science, financial plans, and pa-
rental backgrounds. Using a 5percent Aample of the public high
schools of the United States, they administered a 80-minute ques-
tionnaire and a 15-minute test of academic aptitude to 82,750 12th-
grade students. In addition, the principals of these students were
asked to supply background information on the schools and communi-
ties represented in the sample.

The findings in this study are bas(1/41 upon the questionnaire re-
sponses of 9,689 seniors. All these students scored high in the ability
test and, as a group, represented approximately the top 30 percent of
the entire sample.

Among the findings were the following:
L Approximately 14 percent of the group said they had no interest in or

desire to go to college, Mid approximately 6 percent said they had a
strong interest in college but saw no way of ever being able to go.
*lmost half indicated that expense' would be an important reason
why they might not get to college.

8. Fifteen percent of the boys and 28 percent of the girls whose fathers'
education had been limited to, elementary school had no interest in
college.

4. Although 65 percent of the boys whose fathers were in the medical
proftesion intended, to go to college without delay, only 28 percent
of those whose fathers were in semiskilled occupations intended to
do so; and only 88 percent of those whose fathers were farmers
planned to go to college immediately. Among the girii the variation
was even greater.

5. The lower the wore on the ability test, the greater was the percentage
expressing no motivation for college,

6. The proportion of tatuthaits planning to go to college increased as the
size of the school Increased, with the exception of very large schools
having enrollments over 1,500.

7. Approximately 25 percent of the boys said they would like. to become
engineers, 8 percent wanted to enter medicine, and 6 percent wanted
to be physical scientists.

Taking. all findings into account, the invotigittors concluded : (1)
A *striking amount of economic and cultural determinism exists in
connection with going to walleye (2) There is a pressing need for
mare scholarship to reduce the loss to higher education of high-
ability students. (3) Higher education is losing up to one-half of
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the top 80 peicefit of the Nation's high school seniors. (4)
finances and lack of interest have about equal weight in caw
loss.

%.or eiwa

Neivert (S 12) reported a study to investigate the problem
"identification of students with science potential" and to del
what factors were responsible for their selecting 13cience as a
The research consisted of four major components: (1) "Se]
training, and 'following the careers of several groups of poteni
ence students through high school and into caws. (2) Admi
ing the Test of Science Reasoning and Understanding of the 1
Entrance Examination Board, with 'an accompanying Inten
Career Choice Questionnaire, to several hundred science stud
New York City and evaluating the data. (8) Reviewing the .4

Science Talent Search competition. (4) Determining the cha
istics of superior science teachers mainly by a questionnaire
the sponsors of Science Talent Search winners.

Some of the mijor conclusions of this study were the followi
1. Three factors necessary for high science potential, and for dete

ultimately .whether or not a student who possesses it will cbc
once as a career, are high intelligence, opportunities for devel
and personal attributes.

2. Outstanding performance in science requires that the stalent
I. Q. of 185 or above and reading and arithmetic scores 4 12t
or better In the 9th year.

3. Opportunities for development Include a borne conducive to sti
a school with an enriched science maim, marked by oppor
for individual research, good equipnent, and superior teach

4. The personal attributes needed by tbe potential science OW
Into three categoriesinterests, individuality, and an intrinsic
Ms individuality includes his personality traits, mental tral
work habits. An intrinsic factor which *accounts In part
student's strivings and inclinations Is an element in committing
various areas& of pure and applied science. A student's into
science is imffiekintir variable, however* that it emnot be me
for predicting success In this Md.

5. The *Awes teaebee Is the single most 1.mportant factor In tim
environment conducive to devdopment of pot.tutial science al

6. The superior teacher A° influences students to pursue sebum
identified both by his ability as a teacher and by his pereout

/Studies Related to Teacher Training
a

In a study limited to the State of Illinois but transcending pc
boundaries in significance, Nelson (8 111) investigated *whoa ad
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ing the trators avant in the training of science teachers and the actual

of beginning science teachers." He studied the competencies desirable
or necegsary for the science teacher in his first years of work. The
inquiry was directed at two groups of schoolmen, administrators and

I of the beginning science teachers.
:ermine A total of 295 administrators ithrouglkout the State, in schools ofcareer. vapio,us sizes, completed and returned a questionnaire dealing withlecting, science teacher competencies. The competencies were placed underial sci- one or another of seven headings in the questionnaire : (1) Classrooni
inister- Techniques, (2) Professional liesponsibilities, (3) Application of
:Wier Science to General Education, (4) Understanding *Boys and Girls, (51,st and Other Asfiects of Professional Training, (6) Training in the Subject
ents in Matter of Science, and (7) Student Teaching.
knnual Respondents were requetited to indicate whether each listed com-Tinder- petency (in all categories except the sixth) should be considered assent to ( ) minimal in the teacher-training program, (2) important and in-

eluded in the training program, if possible, and (3) not important in
the training program. -Additional competencies could be suggested.

rmInlng The sixth category (Training in the Subject Matter of Science) pre-
oose sci- sented five patterns of possible subjct-matter preparation. Respond-opnent,

ents were asked to rank these p?tigns in order of preference.
!lave an The findings of most interest, perhaps, are the administrators' pret-
hograck eritnms regarding the patterns ot subject-matter training commonly

found in the preparation of spienceteachers. An ovprwhelming ma-
Kly and jority wanted science teachers with,suilleient traini4 in several sciencewellies
ers. fields so that they might tea& more than one. The pattern favored
est fall' by the greatest number included the above, and, in addition, intensive
factor. training in one science field.

ta, and In the second part of this study, 119 questionnaires completed bytor the science teachers of 8 years' experience or less provided detailed infor-hint to
west In mation on their formal training, employment, and .scope of responsi-
I aims bilitie& In contrast to what most &administrators in the sample popula-

tion desired in to the preparation of science teachers, most science

r

school teachers 'in tho sample populAtion reported fragmentary and generallydents.
substandard preparation.may bo

BA3wn (S 8) studie4 4he tratining background if Wisconsin high
school clkpmitry mans of cxstionnairas he gathered
info on the friend* backgromis and actual .program respon-
sibilities of high school chemistry teacims. From NO returns he wasdad able to gap 4etailed informatics' on hitcher one in themistagtmin* for the &dema *Mo.
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Some of the major results of this inquiry were the following :

1. The majority of chemistry teachers carry, as part of their teaching
load, one or more subjects in addition to their major subject. Only 21
teachers taught cbexuistry alone.

2. Of the 261 respondents, 1.: were required to teach chemistry and.2 other
subject combinations ; 18 were teaching in more than 3 subject fields.
Only 107 taught science alone.

& A tremendous range of scientific background exists among Wisconsin
chemistry teachers.

4. Teachers in smaller schools carry the !waviest teaching loads and gen-
erally have the least scientific background.

5. Measured by Wisconsin standards, 29.3 percent of the respondents were
unprepared tQ teach ellemistry.

4.0ir elit
The training needs of science teachers in Georgia were analyzed by

Ivey (S 8). His sources of information were the science teachers
themselves. Specifically, he undertook to determine the areas in
which high school science teachers feel that they should be competent
or already are competent, and in which they feel they need further
training. A questionnaire was prepared and sent to all science teach-
ers iicthe State. The data were grouped in the following categories:
Biological Sciences, Physical Sciences, Biological and Physical
Sciences, and Professional Education Courses. Under owl category
teacher competencies were arranged in descending order according to
frequency of mention by the respondents.

The findings in this study are presented in more detail than can be
reported here. Only those competencies which occur in the upper
fourth of each category and in which the respondents indicate a need
for further study are given below :

1. Biological Sciences : aquatic biotteti, Plant diseases, birds, weeds, em-
bryology, microbiology, sex education, trees, plant breeding, genetics,
and paws,

2. Physical ficiences : television, radioactivity, astronomy; atomic physics,
electronics, radio, general geology, plastics and rubber, modern develop-
ments and their applications in chemistry, and modern developments
and their applications in Optics and electricity.

8. Biological and Physical Sciences : plastics and rubber, drugs, narcoMs,
and home appliances.

4. Professional Education : making staple types of laboratory equipment,
planning and carrying out projects for a wick* fair and rewarcirb proj-
ects suitable tor secondary science, Nanning the total Ileum* programs
directing students In individual projects, sponsoring a science club,
acquiring materials and equipnnnt for science dames, couweling gu
dents, and constructing achieves.* testa.
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Shawver (8 18) conducted an inquiry on "the science teacher
supply for the State of Virginia." A questionnaire to the deans of
the major colleges and universities in the State invited them to report
on the number of students in the classes of 1955, 1956, and 1957 pre-
paring to teach high school science. Further, the respondents were
asked to report the number of teacher candidates who were majors in
general science, biology, chemistry, and physics for each of the above
yea rs.

He found that for each year about 40 science majors were expecting
to teach in secondary schools. He concluded that this number was
approximately half the actual need each year in Virginia.

saor
Mallinson (S 10) completed a five-part inquiry on "the status of

science teaching in Michigan" having purposes related to several of
the studies already reviewed. Specifically, he sought information on_
these five questions.

1. What combinations of science courses are taught by science teachen In
Michigan?

2. Bow many different science courses may be taught by any one science
teacher?

8. If a science teacber teaches courses other than science, what are they?
4. Do the sabject-matter backgrounds of science teachers enable them to

carry out their assignments successfully?
5. What types of training do administrators want science teachers to

have?

Questionnaires were sent to half of the high school administrators
in Michigan. %Zilch administrator was requested to forward addi-
tional questionnaires to a junior high school science teacher aiid a
high school science teacher in the same system. A total of 209, or
over 80 percent, of the questionnaries sent to teachers were returned.

Some of the major findings in this study were the following:
1. Th majority of teachers In ells. A. 13, and C schools teach only one

science. However, except for teachers In class A schools, the majorityof the teachers who teach only 1 science, Witch only 1 or 2 sections ot
that science. Many of their subjects are unrelated to science.

2. For those who teach more than 1 science, 90 percent of their com-binations fall Into 4 categories: (a) biology and general science, com-bined with physical educed= ; (b) biology and general science; (c)
chtmistry and physics, combined with mathematics; (4) &amain,
physics, biology, and gamma science.str

boaters wile are teaching only one science do not have a majoror minor in that particolar Bea This I. especially true in unallimbeds and molly so as regards p
4. In the softy of elan A, Land C i administrators einpbasisedWA -dm irva adobes Widnes who oft Weedily laths, that Narrowly
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trained in science. They were clear In dating that they want teachers
who are sufficiently trained and 5.;- tile enough to be able to handle
any and ill science assignments.

5. There seems to 14 a belief that anyone can tomb general science. It
is possible that over half the classes In general science are taught by
teachers whose breadth .of training Is Insufficient to teach the course
successfully or who hare little or no science background at alL

6. Of allithe sciences %taught, biology can be viewed with the greatest
amount of satisfaction.

Studies Related to Course Offerings and Enrollments

A number of surveys of varying scope dealing with course offerings
and enrollments (and usually with other matters) have been com-
pleted in different parts of the country. Most of these, taken in-
dividually, have limited significance and interest for a national au-
dience because of their limited meaning. However, taken together,
they do suggest trends and often provide the best information avail-
able on the status of secondary science over kip areu of the country.

%-or °Ito
In a Andy of national scope, Smith (S 20) reported an investiga-

tion of "trends in junior high school science." He investigated the
weekly classtime, topical cpverage, and pupil enrollment in general
science during the 10 year', from 1945 to 1055. A questionnaire was
sent to members of the National Science Teachers Association in each
part of the country. Replies were received from 104 schools in 29
States. He found that : (1) General science has gained in minutes per
clam and in classes per week at each grade level where commonly
offered. Me higheit percentage gain is in the 7th grade and the
lowest in the Oth. (2) Course enrollments have gained during this
period and follow that grade patteri. (8) Course content varies
little. There now appears to be a tendency to achieve a better balance
among the biological sciences, the physical sciences, and the earth
sciences.

0141 °Woo

Pella (S 16) examined "the status of science offerings in Wisconsin
high schools." Ills study; concerns the following: (1). The science
courses offered in 425 public high schools; (2) the nature of the teach*
ing loads of science teachers; (8) the amount of pupil school time
devoted to science in each school; (4) whether any relationship exists
botween the teaching load of the teacher and the amount of pupil
school time. devoted to school science in each school ; and (5) whether
any relatiknship exists the totaling load of the teacher and the
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amount of pupil school time devoted to science. The sources of infor-
mation were the reports submitted to the State department of public
instruction. The results of this inquiry are presented in both textual
and tabular form under such headings as Science Offerings, Science
Course Combinations Taught by Teachers, Nonscience Courses In-
cluded in Science Teacher Loads, Pupil Time Devoted to Science, and
Enrollments in Scienet,

-of" el%d

-In the spring of 1956 the high school principals of Esmx County,
N. J., conducted a -"countywide mathematics-science survey of the
coursework conipleted by the graduating seniors" (S 4) . Of the 5,074
records examined, slightly more thap half were those of college-
preparatory students. , All 22 public high schools in the county
participated.

Si#y-two percent of the graduates took general science, 69 percent
biology, 38 percent Chemistry, 31 percent physics, and 9 percent other
science courses. Ten percent of the graduates completed 4 years of
science, 23 percent 3 years, 33 percent 2 years, and 26 percent 1 year.
Six percent graduated w1th9at having taken any science.

fr-P
"The science teacher, science course offerings, and enrollments in

Nebraska public schools" were investigated by Hoffart (S 7). His
study was conceited with the professional preparation of science
teachers, their teaching loads, the types of courses offered, and the
enrollments in these courses. All data were secured from the applica-
tions for approval and accreditation submitted by Nebraska school
administrators to the State department of public instruction. He
compared his results with those of three previously completed theses
dealing with similar problems.

In general, science instruction is gain:4 in Nebraska. Both the
percentage of schools offering general science, biology, chemistry, and
advanced science and the student enrollments in these courses have
increased significantly hi the last three decades. Only physics has
declined.

The professional preparation of the science tiacims in 195445
appeared to be somewhat improved wimm compared with that of science
Wickes!' in former periods. gtowever, their professional preparation
in science was-still far below the recommendations made in 1046 by.
the Committee on Mews Educationq the Natimal Society far the
Study of Educatim.

4

"An investigatim of secondary chemistry offerings" was undertaken
by Bilis (S 1) in (Maims' 4. part of a natimal study conducted
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the American Chemical Soc.iety, The author determined the number
of schools offering biology, chemistry, an* physics; the number of
amass in each Klence; and the enrollments for each science in die
sample schools. Ihe survey cover= d 350 schools. Data were obtained
through the State department of education.

The author found that biology was offered in 215 schools and studied
by 72.4 percent of the students in thev schools; that chemistry WOQ
offerd in 71 schools and studied by 20.1 pervent of the students; and
that physics was offered in 54 schools and studied by 7.4 percent of the
students.

A research report of
detailed information on
ing in New Jersey
covers science course oil
and preparation, teaching
Some of the conclusions

State department
status of "sci

hoots" for
enro

a7--_zikvirta

were the folio ng:

of education includes
and mathematics teach-
14 This information

class .acher %upply
and teacher wmpensation.

1. All New Jersey public high schools offer all the major science cour to
their pupils.
According to accepted standards, the aiu of science classes is reasonable.

3. The percentage of boys and girls enrolling in advanced science claims
during recent years has Increased despite the fact that conditions
contributing to high retention rata; have kept in school many who would
not ordinarily be expected to enroll in such classes.

4. Increased offerings in general science provide basic instruction for
pupils less likely to profit from more advanced courses either from the
standpoint of interest or ability'.

5. Science teachers are., on the whole, well qualified from tbe standpoint
of undergraduate preparation for their teaching assignments.

6. The large numbers of teachers signed to instruct only in the biological
sciences or the physical sciences are impressive.

M iicellanzatui Studio.,

scienceThe factors which underlie achievement in scondary schools
have attracted investigators for years. In a recent study, Gould (S 6)
investigated thew factors, "predicting biology Regents grades from
personality of Oth-grade students." Specifically, he sought to deter-
mine whether a distinctive pattern of certain components of per-
sonality is prevalent among high school students who elect biology
as a major subject and whether this pattern is lacking among limn
who elect some other major. Five subproblems were investigated:
(1) Is there a relationship between I. Q. and achievement in general
science? (2) Between I. Q. and certain personality components?
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3etwee achievement in ize_ eral wience and certain personality
components'? (4) Between achievement in biology anu certain per-
sonality components? (5) BVtween achievement in a nonlenee
major subject and trit,so factors ot personality found significant in
(3) nnd -41ve-f

he 20 personality traits considered in this
1 on the Bell Adjustment Inventor the

Inventory,
ir .

find the Mental Health Analysis.
Otis Quick Scoring Mental Ability , (jamn
A. C. E. Cooperative Science Fest for Grades
wen) givtn to 157 high school boys and girls.
completed 1 year of general science. Also

are those dealt
-nreuter Personality
he S cll as the
Form BM, and the

and Form R,
these -4tidents had

w-1-1 in tht FUdFI, but with
only part of the sample IxTulation were the June 1tP3 Biology
Regents Examination and the s t der ts final wades in all subjects
for the 1,C147 4( school year.

Among the findinTs were
lion of 0.75 for bot
in general science.
1. Q. and any one

the follow (1) The RS a correla-
nd girls between I Q and achievemen
re was little or no relationship between
rsonality trait5 rneisured or any

bination of them. (a) Only one personality M)mponent, "fee
of inadNuac
achievemen,t in enera1 science. (4) No substantial relationship
was fowl betwn any personality component and nonscience achieve-
ment tv ) The best fitting personality pattern &Demisted with
achievement in biology included such componen as: cl(N.- personal
relationships," "adequate outlook and goals," ial participation,"
"dominance-submissive," 'social adjustment," and "health adjust-
ment."

showed a substantial (positive) relationship

kor
Schenberg (S 17) studied the nature and extent of the employment

of laboratory assistants in the high schools of the Uniteti States."
Specifically, he undertook to compile information concerning the em-
ployment, qualifications, dutitis, turnover, and recruitment of labora-
tory assistants in 47 cities distributed over the country. A question-
naire was used to gather this information. He found that: (1) Only
three citiesBaltimore, New York, and Newarkemploy liboratory
assistants on their high school staffs. (2) Four citiesAtlanta,
Boston, Oakland, and San Franciscomake special provisions for
using high school students to assist science teachers. (3) The other
cities also make some special provisions but their science teachers are
accustomed to sea and obtain student tmistanee on a purely volun-i
tary 4sis. The author recommende4 that the National Science
Teachers Association get behind the movement to employ laboratory
assistants in large high schools. p-.

(3)

(4)
study

7, 8, 9,
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boys
(2)
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colle2e Level

Forty-seven studies at the college level were reported by the mm-
mittee for this bulletin. Of thesv, 13 are classified as curriculum stud-ik 11 as methods and rtvwurcm 4 as cher trainin4r testing and
evaluation, 4 as elements of the scientific methe4 6 as t and produc-
tion of texts and syllabi, 2 as chracteristi of .wience students and

ientists, and 4 as nii&---o11 eons.

Studies Rdate4 to th tim

Arnold (C 1) conducted a study designed to develop a first- r
general education college chemistry course," which would serve the

gen4ral education student as well as the specializing student Ilis
course was based upon the modern philosophy of science and educa-
tion, with emphais upon objective scientific thinking. The author
-tablished 4 basic wumptions for development of the counmi and

used 7 criteria for the selection and organization of content in keep-
ing with the basic assumptions. A list of titatements relating to the
structure and behavior of matter was prepared and submitted to a
jury of 9 chemistry teachers and 9 specialists in general education,
who rated the statements. Of the statements, 376 were judged essen-
tial and, when arranged in *riot! sequence, betName the basis of the
course.

%or "It3
treier (C 21) studied reports of "biology for a general edtication

program," and attempted to relate divie to teacher education. He
stresAAA the characteristics of the biology course in general education
in terms of appreciations and understandings of icientific attitudes
and method, laboratory experiences, the relation of biology to health
and welfare, and stress on biological principles.

OPir 11t.
Klotz (C 12) described a program of outdoor education at Concordia

Teachers College. This project included a 2--wft1 outdoor education
workshop, 1 week in camp, the other on campus. Aquatic Jife bi
insects, reptiles, wild weravgeology, soils, astronomy, and conmr-
vation were studied. experiences of living together,were con
sidered to be very valuable. Many school systems are now conducting
programs of outdoor education. Teacher education of this kind in-
creasingly becomes the responsibility of tftchers colleges.

% Nor
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EXAMINATION OF THE REARCH

Sonneborn C 32) has conducted a study which clearly states his
reasons for including protozoa in the (*nevi general biology or zooloa-v
cpurse. lie stresses that protozoa provide opportunities for students
to ollerve nature find make discoveries and acquire enthusiasm's for
biology. Simple instructions and useful teaching aids are presented
in the article. Advice on the culture of protozoa is given. The article
offers valuable practical directives to the college biology instructor.

k.or
Dunbar (C the feasibility and desirability of usi

levture-dernonstrations in teaching organic chemistry. lie identifies
and discus some factors invoked ln the lack of widespread accept-
ance of demonstrativn techniques as an aid to teaching this subject
The author gives general advice for demonstrations together with
some specific examples of pogsibilities.

Wood (C presented two studies dealing with the "con-
struction of sI slide rules and nomographs for the teacher of
general chemistr He presents a very thorough treatment of the
considerations involved in the theory, construction, and use of specially
constructed slide rules for particular application in the solution of
mathematical probleins arising in chemistry. According to the au-
thor, a particular advantage in the use of such devices is the possibility
of assigning numerical problems to chemistry students on an indi-
vidual basis with the assurance that solutions may be determined
reAdily by means of such special slide rules as are suggested. The
ideas reported seem practical and helpful to all who work in the
area of chamistry education at the college level.

Van Deventer (C 35), in a study concerned with "the use of sub-
ject-matter principles and generalizations in teaching," set out to
isolate, state, and justify some scientific principles which are function-
ally unifying in broad areas of scientific knowledge. These princi-
ples are the ones that lie between the basic ideas common to all science
and the subject-matter principles generally asfwiated with particular
branches of science.

The author's thoughts about the problem come from the research of
other persons who seek to identify the basic ideas and principles, un-
derlying science and the scientific attitude, and also from his own
analysis. This analysis is part of a long-term objective for constant
reexamination of what we teach and how we teach it. An immediate
objective is to gain a basis for a block-and-gap technique in milecting
subject matter for a nonspecialist courm in elementary science.

a
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28 ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH IN ThiMAIM aCIENCE

The author suggests that a relationship must exist between subject-
matter principles in science and the basic assumptions and ideas con-
stituting discernible elements of scientific attitude. fie proceeds to
analyze the generalizations of science into four 1ve1s or stratit: (1)

4

The basic ideas and assumptions of scientific attitu& (2) area prin-
ciples unifying or relating separate scientific branches, (3) subject-
matter principles in the separate scientific branches, and (4). the
facts of science which support the generalizations. The analysis is
illustrated and justified with specific examples drawn primarily, but

, not exclusively, from the biological sciences. The author empha-
sizes the laboratory as affording opportunities for work which is
worthwhile as well as enloratory-experimental and experiential. He
refers to certain experimentation in science education at Western
Michigan College.

tior

Perlman (C 24) compared the historical treatment of scientific
discoveries (case histories) and contemporary science problems in
the laboratory program of a college physical science course design
for general education. Students subjected to two procedures were
compared as to their ability to use the scientific method of thinking.
In most instances there was little difference in results with the two
groups.

4or
Sleeman (C 3) utilized the evaluation of Castleton Teachers Col-

lege by. the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
as the foundation for developing "a proposed sciende program for
general education" for the people of Vermont, and for providing
firsthand experiences for the students, with more attention to the
social implications of science. He maintains that the proposed science
program may develop student interests, demonstrate possibilities of
practical application, lead to a functional understandlng of science
concepts, and contribute to critical thinkingby presenting vital
probWns in relation to' the life of the people in Vermont.

uor "Yea"

Simmons (C 29) studied "vitalizing biology with a live-animal
project." The course is required of all students at Albant State
College in Georgia. Experiments in nutrition, diwsettn, reprodu6-
tion, and physiology were briefly reviewfxl. Rats antt.inice wemthe
animals most frequently used and the students toot efre dit them.
The students also carried out many of the experimeriN espftially
those on nutrition, while the instructor carried out clertaiu of the disdi
section demonstrations. The purpose was to give the kti dents ex-
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EXAMINATION OF THE RESEARCEI 29

periences with laboratory otganisms so that they might gain an in-
sight into the methods of biological science.

The author suggests a series of student activities with live animals.
He maintains that these activities would be useful in college biology
courses designed for general education purposes.

tisr
The National Science Teachers Association, as reported by Carleton

(C.7), has conducted a research team conference for science teachers.
hiriy-two selected experienced teachers met in a 2-week summer

conference at Oregon State College and San Jose State College. The
participants interviewed more than 30 research scientists, and pre-
pared and recommended specific laboratory exercises b: on the
insights gained.

dp.4

s

Studies Related to Methods and Resources

Schwab (C 28) discusses the nature of scientific inquiry, stressing
that scientific inquiry itself, as well as its conclusions, should be a
part of the liberal curriculumall the way from elementary courses
in many fields to survey courses in general education. Survey courses,
he feels, have two serioui weaknesses: "Superficiality and dogmatism
in its graduates and adolescence in its contact" The principles one
acquires from a course based on inquiry have a longer life expectincy.

One particular theory concerning the particles, masses, charges, and
motions which constitute the atom may, for instance, have a very
limited lifek and a lhnited applicability. On the other hand, the tech-
nique of seeking explanations of physical and chemical phenomena,
in terms of particles of some mass, charge, 'and ,motion, will persist
as long as theories of this kind are useful and will continue to be
capable of revision and enlargement to encompass new phenomena.

Schwab insists that the traditional curriculum must 'gave way to
one of materials that reflect inquiry. Materials and their treatment
must constitute a second inquiry, engaged in by student and teacher
alike and aimed at practicing the art of inquiry and getting a grasp
of that full ,reaning of a body of knowledge which only the inquiry
that produced it can supply.

Or*

Lahti (C 13) studied "the induetive-v seductive method and the
physical science laboratory." He set out to ascertain the effective-
nws of the laboratory in developing students' ability to use the
wientifie method. (The author defines the scientific method in terms

%or elik
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30 ANALYSIS OP =MARCH IN ThA4fl1NG wawa
of its philosophical meaning and in terms of the research approach,
adopting the latter for purposes of his research.)

Lahti used written tests to measiire students' ability to design an
experiment, collect the data, and measure their ability to interpret
the data. He constructed a performance test to measure their ability
to solve a problem with simple equipment placed before them. For
this experiment he used. students from a natural science class of non-
science majors.

The author compared four methods of teaching: the inductive-
deductive (problem-solving), historical, theme (or discussion), and
standard. The data were subjected to statistical analysis. Once col-
lected, the data were interpreted equally well by the students re-
gardless of the method used. The inductive-deductive method was
significantly superior to the other methods in promoting the ability
to develop a line of attack and it was also successful in developing
problem-solving abilities in content-centered problems.

According to this study, the ability of students to formulate plans
and to design an experiment appears to be the crucial aspect involved.
The individualized inductive-deduCtive laboratory appears to offer a
means of developing students' ability to use the scientific method,
which is defined in terms of the context of discovery and the context
of the study.

tor eye,

West (C 38) studied "the project method of teaching biology." He
reports on a course required of all majors in thp biological sciences at
Northern Michigan College. Included in the report is an excellent
statement of course objectives, identification of student and instructor
activities, photographs *of student projects, and chscriptions which
give the reader ctn insight into the bami of the course. This coum
was designed to Allow stiudents to work on problems or projects in
biology of prime concern tathrem.

The report gives evidence of the extent to which the project ap-
proach has been reflected in improved wience fair projects of second-

-.ary school youth taught by former students who took the court*. An
analysis islmade of 118 recent projects of students covering a 5- or
6-year span. The mina enrollment is limited to 24 students because
of laboratory facilities.

%or rlit-
Smith (C 81) conducted "an experiment in teaching general chem-

istry by closed-circuit television" at the Pennsylvania State Univer-
city. He set out to study the feasibility of using moderate-emt TV
equipment for instructional purpme and the acceptability of this
type of instructional medium to the 'perms involved, and Mx) to

A
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SIXAMINATION- OP rni REENCARCII 8!
determine the limitations and advantages of closed-circuit television
in teaching various types of courses.

The course in college general chemistry consisted of 2 lectures, 1
recitation, and. two 3-hour laboratory motions a week. Only the lec-
tures were given over television, other parts of the coUrse remaining
unchanged. About 450 students were divided into 3 groups. The
first was taught in the originating room of the televised lectures,
the second watched the lecture-demonstrations on television receivers,
and the third received regular lectures. Three chemistry teachers
alternated in giving the lecture-demonstration& The article describes
in detail the television equipment and techniques used, lists the tech-
nical staff, and describes modifications needed in the instructional
procedures.

The experiment was evaluated by objective tests and student-
reaction_ questionnaires. Smith found no significant differences in
the scores of the three groups on-the examinations. Thus, he judged
that the students' learning was not handicapped by the experimental
procedures. Most students found the procedure quite acceptible, and
a span majority found it as interesting as conventional lectures.
Ona significant difficulty was lack of color on the television screen.
Another was insufficient size in the reproduction of blackboard
presenta t i (ins.

The author concludes that teaching chemistry classes by television
is quite feasible for the lecture phase, but tht4t, at present, with the
serious problem of lack of color and smallness of screen, it would
be unwise to adopt this method as a regular procedure. However, in
the future this conclusion may be reversed.

%sr
Blumenthal (C 5) studied "the effects of multiple instruction upon

learning in college physics." He set out to investigate and predict
end-term achievement of students who attend split session of lecture,
recitation, and/or laboratory, with the achievement of students who'
do not. Ills subordinate probleths dealt Nvith acquisition of physics
knowle'dge, problem-solving abilities, and end-term success in achiev-,
ing these. ("Split session" was defined as a different instructor for
lecture and recitation.)

The "Litho's% findings and generalizations were the following:
Physics students . whose lecturers also serve as their recitation frit
structors show grater endterm physics knowledge than stuleiits
whose lecturers and recitatkm instructors are nd the same. Th?re
no signifiant difference in enaoterin physics knawledge between studil'
dents hiving the tame instructors jn ncitation and latwatory and
than laving dare instructors. There are no siguiflcnqt diff,
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Summerbell #C and others conducted an experiment dealing
with "simulated research for freshmen" which introduced a study of
unknown solutions into the last weeks of a course in college general
chemistry. The object was to have each studeht undertake a simu-
lated research problem. Certain standard procedures were omitted
from the course. The authors concluded that much enthusiasm w
generated and that the students gained a very real understanding 0f
the qualitative scheme axid of the general nature of wientific pro-
cedures. Best of all, the students were given they suid some,meas-
ure of the excitement of experiment.

01°1

Gaier (010) conducted a study on a "tethnique of problem
as a predictor of achievement in a mechanics course" desi
compare the ability to solle problems with prediction of achievement
Problem-solving ability xv-ts measured ,by the Balance Problem Test
of Cross and, Gaier. Achievement was measured by final grades in
the Airplahe and Engines Mechanic course, and by scorm on two
mechanical job-knowledge tests. (The study was supporte4, in pa
by the United States Air Force.)

The invistigators discovered that final grades were positively
lated to.the number of problems correctly solved in the BM and to
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principles over facts in thei solution The
lies in the fact that

of principles
n memorization of iso at

ends to support the
should be emphasized in

facts.

tIF
6 out to compare the relative effectiveness of two

&hods of instruction group study versus lecture-demonstration in
physical science) in achieving twi objectives of general education :

1) Recall and recognition of facts, principles, and symbols; and 2)
more understanding of implications of facts and principles of perti-
nent readintz matter, and of problem situations.

The author utilized the group-study versus the lecture-demonstra-
_Ion method in a physical science course for general education college
students. (This ws a Ph. D. thesis undertaken at Chatham College.

e author himself r-ved as the only instructer for eluatti grou
and taught them by each of the two methods

The same subjea-matter topics were taught, the same visual aids
used, and the same reading assignments made wet,- effort was made
to keep the experiment perfectly controlled. T.s were administered
and the results sub1etd to extensive statistical analysis.

Ward concluded that the group method resulted in a longe., re-
;ained, more-understanding type of learning and in greater expression

of individual differences on the part of the upper subgroup of the
students. Further, the lecture-demonstration method resulted in
greater expression of individual differences in a longer retained, more-
un6r3tanding type of learning on the part of the lower subgroup
of students. This method also resulted in greater expceion of indi-
vidual differences in a longer huts', rwAll-recog4ition type of
learning on the part of the lower threenfourths of the juden.

The author suggests which Method might be Used if certain out-
oomm are desired. For example, based on conclusions from his study
he rwommencts that the group method be used if the purpose is to
produce greater expression of individual differences or more under-
standing-type learning of subject mat r among the most capable
students.

Calhoun (C 6) and others conducted "an experiment in student-
centered histology teaching." The authors first made a study of the
literature. This indicated that conventional teacher-eentered classes
are not conducive to optimum development of, student ability, re-
sponibility, and initiative. , Sections of studeats, each led by a gradu-
ate student, who was a member of the class, were assigned a subject
to Andy by tbmuelves. Lectures were given by the graduMe dudents
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L4k, (C14) _tidy

eve.,

rthining

and
ponsibil

ter acquainted

demonstrfttiori9
physics with simple ruipmeiiL" The author's purpose to suE-

some demonstrations which m y make physics more tnteresung
hout negleztiang its intellectual aspezts. He introducel well-

considered demonstra ions with a defense of physics. The au I ores
demonstrations, although well chosen, are not original, and his ditiA7Ths-

thou of them is analytical. His pleA for improvement of physics
instruction through experimentation in the laboratory sutie_ me
what

4
from lack of refinement in the suggtstions he make ---. or

demonstrations.

Studios Related to T &whet 7;

Weaver (0 37) conducted a study of th of the
fraining teachers to 'dubs students and the general public in cone,
servation." The author prognicatt in the interest of broad conger-
vation-eAucation programs at the college level His criteria are ap-
parently derived from his broad experiences in conservation education.
The approach he advocates is wholesome and he recommends intensive-
ness for conwrvativ6 program. Operational principles are enunci-
ated,and the work appears practical without detailed specificity. Any-
one intereAed in this area might refer to the Herndbook for Te4cAing
of Conservation and Resource Use, prepared by Richard L Weaver
for the National Conservation Committee of the National Association
of Biology Teachers in conjuration with trim American Nature Assad-

(Washingto4,1955).
%sr eft,

Mailinsm and Sturm (C 18) (=ducted an investigation to deter-
mine the 'science background" and knowledge of the subject matter
wowed by eletheatary studeag teachers, to &iamb:mil their attitudes
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1e4 Re-1W Testing and Ey, uatton

Mallimn and Buck (C 19) report "an investigation of the New
York State Regents Examination in Science." The problem was to
investigate the attitude; of certain science teachers from New York
State toward the Regents examinations in science and to analyze and
A-valuate certain characteristics of the Regents examinations for biol-
ogy, chemistry, earth science, and physics, for certain years.

The authors' method and techniques involved an analysis of re-
spouses of pupils who obtained pawing grades on various Regents
exanunations and an analysis of deistical methods and questionnaires
to teachers. The study is divided into 8 motions, with a statement of
the problem and the methods and a summary for each of the first 7
sections. The eighth' wetion contains the summary and conclusions
for the entire study.

The authors concluded that most teachers favor the um of the
ts examinations and- feel that the New York State Baena

program is the better for their use. However, a frequent criticism
of the teactlers was that the examinations do not measure growth in
the so.43alled general education objectives. The authors also con-
cludid that the science examinations are far more reliable
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valid ann ter_cher-made tests in e area anal **Impart
favorably with commonly standardized Further,
the authors concluded the Regents preju-

in the interests of any particular group within
and that a of scoring the is not indicated.
The study did riot elicit any evidence that the examination system
in New York State :Auld be abolished. 4

r

Randall (C 27) reports on a "general science testing program." He
sought to determine how science teaching in Louisiana high schools
could be improved. He prepared an examination containing items
on chemistry, geology, metezrology, and physics, which was
trai1etz7. science teachers and used in a competitive tasting
involving 226 :iklected pupils LIAO public and n parochial cho&s.

that of schools the number of
had increased since the previous year that the percentile
had also increased. he suggest an

improvement in wienea kit es an
in dung by the general science study

in sciences.

Carlin (C 8) conducted an grades in the first
semester of chemistry y students who had had a

at the high school level and students who had not
His study w whether course

in high physics contributes to success in college
whether them were differences in grades between the sexes,

and whether was a wt,tn Q and T scores attained
American on

es first semester of chemistry.
800 subjects, 400 with

high Within each of
he set up subgroups of tit who had taken high school physics an of
those who Be converted coefficient to t

it the critical 1-percent level of signffi
finding and were that the 400 students who

physics excelled the 400 who not, indicating
high 1 influence on i LisO

who d taken
(128), surp-kl-;7;q1. the

(critical
, indicating that
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alvi.= high xiken11 compki---- with who tall chem-
istry but not, physics, showed s critical ratio of 2.65 in favor of the

which was significant at the 5-porcent
foregoing was the first significant indication that them i

and sAill from high ethall physics to the first
se:ne*--w I-college taken both

&ministry in hip. whool were found to ix far superior to thoN who
had trizen neither, with a critical ratio of 6.136. Also, students with
both high chemistry and priysi auperior to those wi
high school physic but not to th high svol mistry
ratio was tt 1-pareant, level.

The Carlin's indicate that a course ii kick
chemistry flLtb more to suet coil

chemistry than course in high wilool. physics.
that who course hkm.=

momphysics w successful chemistry than those who
it. These differences were tutd to be about w

rft for male and female with no
cant difference in 1_2 betwwn the oaitive cor-

were att nisi in college chemistry and
both Q and T scores on the Ciancil Examina-
tion, with greater correlation for those who had taken ih
chemistry. Further, the between grades in

chemistry nd Q T was for males than for
fem

of 0:4 tcien tha

Randall (C 2) conducted "an study on the teaching
scientific.thinking in a physical science course." undertook to

which a random trlup major4
in a first semester physical science (with demon-
strationa) devel eir critical of scientific articles

meets toward developing ability to think scientifically and coo pro-
hend and ri the in
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11 Al The main investigation was premied by a pilot study in .
%)

subjects were interviewed. The findings and the genera izations
from the pilot study indicated no evidence for "scientific aptitude"
Drive was, the most apparent factor in achievement, one part coining
from academic interest. Another and more important part was prob.-
ably stimulated by frustrations in early life family tensions, or phys-
ical and social handicap& A difficult childhood wa common among
the men. As children; many lad been avid re,ders. Only a few
had been outstanding high school 'student&

College erienct played a greater role in stimulating interest in
scientific work. Many wer6 mord' successful in college than in high

. schooll and then did even, better in graduate 'school. The biologts
required 4n average of 8.7 years and the social scientigts 12.5 years to
complete their graduate work.

In the opinion of the subjects, scientific miearch does not require
exceptional intelligence. They .placed much emphasis on interest,
perseverance, and other traits and a high value on a broad, *ell-
rounded education before specialization.

There appeared to be few significant differences between the bio-
logical and social scientists. Their personal traits svemed charVer%( istic of scholars in general. There was strong evidence that tV
biologists had been inconspicuous but determined nonconformists in'
their boyhood, that filo, became imereated in'their field at an earlier
age and that they ad more stable' interests. The social scientists
appeartbd to be mo sensitive to people and to intr. relations
and more willing to conform. They rweiveil better marks and partici-
pated more freely in extracurricular high gehooi and college activities.
Most of the men were happy in their work at the time of the interview.
Nearly all the scigntists reported that they enjoyed being with people
and that they participated freely in social activities.

This study, like others, endeavors to locate future scientism, ap
proaching the matter through hindsight, ,as it were. It suggests
possibilities for future investigations and raipes the question as to
*tether results woull be similar for chfunists, physicists, astronomers,
anthropologists, psychologists, ind tIA like. Would older scientists
have different traits? The results of Stratum' study should be
compared with similar studies in this field by Brandwein., Woodburn,
and others.

eor "Ilya

Phillips (C 25) conducted an investigation of "the .relationship .

between suceme in college chemittri and a background in high school
science and mathematics." Records were utilized of some 600 students .

enrolled in chemistry for the fall and spring terms of 194940 and
195248 at the City College of San Francisco. . IBM cards were pre-
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pared showing grades in high school chemistry, Algebra 1 and 2,
chemistry entrance tests scores, the ACE and L sepals, ACE ari me-t
tic fundamentals score, grade in Chemistry 17 (a remedial mathe atics
cours4),.Chemistry 1A, and also other pertinent fact& Correlations
were' run according to the method outlined in Croxton and,Cowden,
Applied General Motissties Pren ticf,- Hall, 1939).

The findings were that none of the factors considered was of prog-
nostic value. However,a6vveral of these facto g=ave sufficiently hi.h
correlations to indicate that they are important. (In this.connectiorn,
the reader is referred to two reports of MacCurdy's study (C lo
(C 16) whicli deal with the cbaractklristies of superior science students
and their own subgroups.)

111:8M 41Tne

Oakes (C 13) presented a paper at bthe 1956 NARST meeting,
Explanations by College Students," which analyzed the original

writinv of euthoritie-s on definitions and usage, and till travag=t
claims of both scientists and students in support of their explanations
for wicki tine phenomena. The paper is an excellent approach to

1-40,i! tics, taxonomy of words, and scientilfic phenomena. It is replete
with examplei of stitements Inade by students in college classes which
reflect animism, persoification moralistic overtones needs of the
organism, non sequitur rewning, causation of evolutionary and other
behavior, teleology, and the like.

Oakes summarizes and recommends: (1) College students w ani-
mistic, anthropomorphic, and teleological concepts to unt for
biological phenomena, and certain of their explanations are "pre-
scientific" and "Aristotelian" and involved overlapping and duplica-
tion mitt the varieties enumerated above. (2) Scientific attention
to this aspect of scientific thinking might well be taken into amount as
one criterion for selecting textbooks. It would be valuable to develop
clasaromn procedures designed to remedy and replace these teleological
explanations. If (as seems to be true) , teleologiml, animistic., anthro-
pomorphic,, and Other "unscientific" \explanations are widespread
among sttidents, then perhaps k-lorrectlitg these misconeepfons might
well be made or), of the objectives for biological science
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Science as general science rather than the earlier nature Etudy has
now been a part of the elementary school curriculum for more
80 years. During this period. a large body of experien
and a considerable body of sotmd research have accumulated to
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cause the problem or the retarded child is an ever-present one. How-.
ever, all the current I Jo cern over the need to identify and provide for
the child gifted in iwien*aild the realization that this should be done
in the middle and late elementary gradm, may signify that sAIrt-te re-
search studies shouP be devoted th these problems, too.

The irnporthnt problem of young children's science interests
eupied a considerable body of research. No studies in this area are
reported in the present survey, however. Increasing concern that chil-
dren with science potential should be identified early suggests a ne*A
for a series of more refined. and searching studies of the factors which
motivate these children.

Studies related to teacher training have in reported b. Mallinson
and Sturm (E 9) and by Chamberlain (E 3). The current shortage of
science teachers and the current nationwide programs to improve
science teachers might point to the need for a warchine examination
of our teacher education programs. And, despite a reasonably large
accumulation of research in this area, there still is a need for much more
mearch in the problem of providing improved teacher training in
science.

Several studies in this survey are Dalafe41 to the elementary science
textbook. When one considers that perhaps the most unique thing
about science learning is the experiment, it is surprising to discover
that no studies are currently reported which deal with the experimental
exercise as a learning situation in elementary science.

At the junior high school level the individual experiment has almost
disappeared in favor of the pupil and/ot teacher demonstration.
Children in the elementary school should have a rich experience in
direct learning through experimental exercises. To accomplish this
end there may be a need for a group of studies on the most promising
experiment techniques for various levels of the elementary school and
on the closely allied problems of facilitits and equipment

Although many of the studies on the elementary science level re-
ported in this survey are to some extent incidental, fragmentary, and
peripheral, certain of them are of niajor stature and hate made signifi-
cant contributions to the literature concerned with basic major prob.-
lems of science teaching.

Semidary School Level

Few, if any, general features of the mearch reviewed by the com-
mittee differ from those cited in former summaries of reviews. The
volume of remarch is still disproportionately low ; many areas of ow-
ondary science education remain either virgin territory or little ex-
plored; the results of even the best studies are dimmiKI by lack of an
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INTMRSM ONa AND =COMMENDATIONS 45
overarching rwearch plan ; a surprising number of studies gyvere poorly
designed (and therefore mitted from this review) ; and most of the
investigations dealt with securing information on existing conditions
in the field.

Obviously, the questionnaire is the most popular investigative device
among _archers in secondary school science. Where precise de-
scription is not material to a valid conclusion; where items can be
answered without the possibility of personal bias unlm, of course,
such bias is sought) and/or where the number of returns permits a
high order of confidence ip the generalizations derived, then, without
doubt, the questionnaire can be an efficient instrument of rfflearch.
Too often, however, none of these conditions prevail, and no measures
are taken to correct for the resultant distortion.

The great incidenm of status studies is unquestionably'a reflection
of uneasineto felt by most educators over the health of science education
in all its aspects in the public schools. Perhaps it is inevitable that
these studies have come after the critics have had their say, rather than
before. The results of some surveys may be reassuring to the profes-
sionals, but the intelligent layman will remember only the misgivings
of the detractors.

General science, biology, and chemistry appear to have claimed the
attention of investigators equally. Only physics seems to have 1
Perhaps the rer*nt emphasis on reorganizing high school physics
courses will create an interest ultimately leading to increased research
in this field.

College Level

Some of the current research in science Elucation at the coll
level serves to foster development of newt and important practices.
At the same time, much of it is concerned with sustaining and strength-
ening prwent prwtims. Although it is difficult to specify the extent
to which research in any area influences another area, there is Emme
evidence that education research at the college level is not clomly
coordinated with the practice, or vice versa, as it might be. If this is
true, it may I* calmed by a lack of "readiness" to accept available
rwaivh studi% in science education or perhaps by a lack of informs-
tion about them.

Am analysis of the current studies indicates a somewhat disconnected
approich to retearch in science education at the college level. If one
used the studies reported in the present survey as a base for develop-
ing a dermition of college-level research in this field, he would be
struck by the =cern for curriculum revision and methodology. Of
the 48 studies reported on the college level, 24, or half, are specifically
concerned with curriculum and methods.
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Without doubt, curriculum and methods are important and jugified,
but a question arises : What studies are needed on aller basic problems
related to science teaching at the college level I

With all the activity in retrainhig science teachers through work-
shops and institut supported by Federal funds, industry, and other
agencies, perhaps it is a little premature to expect that the research
would reflect some interest and concern for the nature and effettiven
of theft program&

A considerable proportion of the college-level research covered by
- this surv,ey is concerned with identifying certain objectiyas stated Ls

principles, generalizations and concepts, or with reporting variations
in methods of presentation and/or evaluation. A considerable amount
of the data comes from opinions, social statistics, and other sources
that tend to be secondary in nature. Too few- imaginative designs
and techniques are utilized and seemingly there is too little concern
for a basic philosophy of science education os; of value determination
in the use of statistical procedures.

Only three studies are reported on scientific method or problem
solving, yet perhaps at no other time in the history of wience educa-
tion in America has there been greater need to use the scientific method_
This is particularly true at the elementary and secondary levels. If
young 1Jeople are to be trained to use the method of problem solving,
their teachers must understand it and be able to use it themselves.
Teachers are prone to teach as they have been. taught Thus, it seems
important to point 'up the very great importance of, and ne&I for,
much more research at the college level ip scientific thinking and
attitudes.

The effective use of the laboratory in college science has beezt an
almost perennial* problem reflected in the research literature. The
current review includes a few studies related in one way or another to
the laboratory. This apPears to be au area which could become the
focus of some searching studies in how adequate and effectiTe present
laboratory programs are in teacher training in scitece.

This survey of research in science education at the college level
seems to indicate a need for greater emphasis on action and coopers-
tire research to develop new designs Yor experiments, especially in
universities that grant higher degrees.

)It seems evident that most college -faculties are concerned with the
problem of individual dilferEmce& Research appears to indicate a
nther wide awareness of the 'braid range of sib
vealed by clan performance records.
continues, however. -This is rifiecthd in
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AND RICOMMINDATIONS 47
Research in scienft education at thccollege level appeats to be in

need of redefinition. This comas frixn the belief that observing bit-
by-bit and day-to-day conditions under which learning takee place
requirei'an approach quite different from the approach required by
observing change in student belavior. More specifically, there appears
need for investigations of the siollowing kinds of conditions: (1)
Where present _savior is maintained or elithinated; (2) where new
behavior patterns are acquired; and (8) wherecontinuing behavior is
developed, shaped, structural, and maintained. More fundamental
concern for experimental determinations and verifications also appears
to be needed.

The research at this level, tnie also at the elementary and won
levels, reflects concern over many lxwic imum However, the approach
to, these problems is somewhat fragmentary and lacks a planned and
concerted attack Arough which sufficient data might accrue to solve
the problem& Perhaps this situation demand.. some basic assestenent
of the issues, a clear definition of specific problems, and a careVily
planned frontal attaAr through individual and team research.

General Cgmaideinitkaie

This fifth annual review of the maw& in science teaching repre-
sents many man-hours of conwientious labor by a group of devoted and
competent people. The general chairman wishes to pay a tribute tothis gmup and to 'express appreciation for the fine cooperation which
has prevailed throughimit the undertaking.

The National Asociatioif for Retearch in Science Teaching has
formulated a list of criteria which have been used by the various level

over the ymrs ih 'electing the studies to be reported. An
examine ion of the criteria will reveal.that t4ey are rather rigorous.
On the basis of these criteriatmany studies were rejected this year, as
in previougpars.

However, when one examines the research rvorted over the paM
4

several years and the current review, with these criteria in mind, he
finds sonw evidfem of a need to improve the crithria or to apply then
more rigorously to the studies examiml. Some of the studies, both
in previous reviews and in the curràt one, do Jug measure up to a
standard that irould Add a
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41.
-
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imam
ment of science teaching. The personnel (=awned with these pro-
grams depend, to a large degree, upon the research group in science
education for basic information to provide sound guidance for their
mule

The science education fraternity, and more especially that wazinezt
f it set apart because of its concern for research, must I* very certain

that the prod uet which it reports can bear up under the wrutiny of
others in our field and in Mated fields,

A considerable number of studies reported in this survey can ton-
tribute to this end. Others among them add little, either to the stature
91 our profession or to the improvement of science teac hin

The overall pattern of the survey reveals concentration m some
areas and a paucity of research in other areas. Some of thae areas of
concentration are of relatively little conmni when one views the long-
range improvement in miens: teaching. Since this point bag been
specifically discumed in earlier sections, it does not twea to be elabo.-
rated further.

On the other hand, *Axle of the arms having relatively little reported
research appear to be of greater concern, both as to current problems

t- and problems with bAnger range implications. A matter of critical
importaDce, this should enlist the serious consideration of science edu-
cators everywhere, particularly those who are in a position to direct
researck

Another aspect of the broader pattern of rch needs considera-
tion. At present, considerable ttention is being directed toward the
problem of on-the-job research for science teachers. Some who are
developing plans for this type of research hold the belief that part of
it could very well be done by teachers and directed toward solving some
of the troublesome prthlems that now confront science teaching.

Granted that such a program of research could be effected, it would
be of only limited value if each research worker merely picked up
some small, fragmentary problem and pursued it narrowly. The
program could, however, make a significpt impact on the' general
improvement of science teaching if it were planned and carried out as
a frontal attack on broid basic issues with teams of investigators work-
ing on a definite pattern of studies.

Many millions of dollars are being spent annually to imprOve science
teaching in America. Some of this money comes from private sources,
but most of it comes from the Federal Government. This mcans that
the Congress of the Vnited States and an imposing segment of our
industrial economy believe that science teaching in this country is
exceedingly important. It implies further that they .haye discerned
critical problems currently facing the Nation, whicli ly nioted
in our science teaching, and that they are determined these p
shall be
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INTIMPRZTATIONS AND =COMMENDATIONS 49

The science teaching profession is confronted with a challenge of
no mean proportions. We must assume the leadership and direct
the programs fir such a way that the teaching of scienct will be up-
graded to the level that is demanded.

Basic research is o
ment of wienco teaching
be made, fh,,
current 'alp ed
data needed fo.

thst significance in the long-range pr-ove
in &merle& Without it, little progrws can
I and fragmentary nature of some of the

msRarch in this area will not produce the sound
present and long-range improvement of teaching.

More urgently right now, perhaps, than at any other time in the
history of stience teaching in America, high-level groups need to
act concertedly to do the fallo*ing :

1. Determine the basic issues, problems, and need for improve nt (both
present and long range) in science education.

2. critically evaluate presently available research andingx irr terms of the
issues, problems, and needs defined above.

34 Designate areas of science teaching where more research la needed.
4. Design a comprehensive plan of research in science education to solve

the basic problem&
5. Formulate a program of cooperative team rtwrelt which cAn carry

out the necessary studies.

As one phase of such a broad program of studies in science teach-
ing, the U. S. Office of Education * now begun the series of basic
status, studies listed below.. The msijor purpose is to obtain data im-
portant for the solution of current problems and to accumulate find-
ings from which trends can be assessed with some degree of reliability.
Each of the studies will be repeated at regular intervals :

1. Science and Mathematics Teaching in the Public High School* of the
United States.

2. &fence and Mathematics Teaching in the Public, Junior High
of the United States

8. /Memos and Mathematics Teaching in the Public Elementary
of the United States

4. Science and Matalmaties Teaching in the Teacher Training
View of the United States.
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-trrimtary School Level

AirmeN, J. MYRON. An Analysis of the eèIopmen of Elementary SchoolChildren in Certain Selected Aspevth of ProbIemsoivug Ability. (Un-Bub dtora EA:----_rtation, New York University, HU.)4 BuTema, Imam A. Au Experinwntal Comparison of the Unit and Tradi-tional Methods of Teaching Science in the Sixth Grade. (Unpublishedmastexts thesis, West Virginia University, 1R15.)
sifAMMLAIN, WILLIAM D. The Develoranntt and Status of TeA cher E41cation in the Field of Science for the Elementary School. (Unpublisheddoctoral dissertation, Wayne University, 1K)4.)

4. Earx.N II A Study of Conmervation Activities in Outdoor EducationPrograms In California. (Unpublished master's thesis, Ban Jose State.1M.)
5. Gamma, IlAitaT HEamanT. The Status of Scleace Instruction In the One-Teacher Rural Schools in Certain Selected Counties in Minnesota. (Un-publisile4 doctoral dissertation. University of North Dakota, 1955.)
6. KNIGHT, NmA Holm. A Selected Anno Science Bibliography of Ele-mentary Reading for Grades One, Two, and ,Three. (Unpublished mas-ter's Medal University of Texas, 1955.)
7. Lowazzo, D. WATITIL The Determination of the Modal Age Level forOradea Pour awl Mx of null Difficulty of the Science Principle. (Un-published- doctoral dissertation, Boston*Vniversity,
& MAWN8ON, Gzazaz Gans= and Swam, HAROLD E. The Science Back-grounds and Cmnpetencies of Sttulents Preparing To Teach in the Ele-

., mentary SchooI& Below Resection, N. No. 5: 268405, Decembei 1955.
9. MAMMON, Ciscskne Omszig and &runt, HAROLD E., and MALLnitgoN, LoisKamm. The Reading Difficulty of Unit-Type Texpooks for Elementary

Science. Science Education, 89, No. 5: 408-410, becember 1955.
10. MARTIN, EVILYN. Community Resources and the Tape Recorder. b his Teach-ing Tools, 111, No. 7 68 and II, swing 1956.
11. MURIA:ft ROMIT S O The Priwiples of Physical and Itiolcigleal SciencePound 1n riveter Textbooks 0 Oeogisphi for Grade Eight (Unpublishedmastuto *also Beam University, 1955.)
12. °TAY, TILUralli MAUR. Integrating Science Units bill a Fifth Grade andWest Virginia 0116. (Unsublisbed master% theft* West Virginia tint.malty, M.)
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(Unpublished mister's thesis, San Dime State ',Ail )
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